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Introduction 

I encountered the spell of Thomas Merton very early on through the English 
version of his autobiography Elected Silence 1 with its introduction by Evelyn 
Waugh. But I had already been enchanted by the story of Gethsemane through 

an earlier work, Bumt-out Incense, which told the story of the monastery's 
foundation. 2 It coincided with my very romantic, idealised attachment to religion, the 
kind which the later Merton scorned. Escaping the world, detachment from worldly 
goods - not that I had any ! - punishing the body, (I remember my sisters and I tried 
to build a bed of nails in imitation of St. Rose of Lima ! ) - all this seemed of the 
utmost importance. I was insufferably pious - but, thank God, it was all knocked out 
of me by a combination of studying Oxford philosophy and by some real 
relationships. Marriage, children, illness, liberation and then feminist theology all 
removed Merton from my sphere of experience and reflection. But years of activism 
and strnggle in various justice movements have brought me full circle. Not the 
romance of burnt-out incense but just sheer burn-out, plain and simple, has driven 
me back to works like Seeds of Contemplation, but with a completely different 
motivation. This invitation, together with my own conviction that it is in a mystical, 
contemplative faith that resources are discovered for the dark night of the struggle, 
have challenged me to try to develop a feminist theology of contemplation, looking 
again at key insights of Merton from this particular perspective. 

Yet another catalyst has been the publication of the correspondence between 
Rosemary Ruether and Thomas Merton.3 This is a very poignant exchange between 
the young Rosemary Ruether, just beginning her career, and Merton, who, one year 
before he died, is struggling for further authenticity in his monastic vocation and to 
understand his place in the Church: 

I do wonder at times if the Church is real at all ... Am I part of a great big hoax? 4 

The intensity of the letters focuses on the issue of whether monasticism is 
escaping the world, or more specifically the wretchedness of the inner cities which 
demands a real commitment of anyone who takes the Kingdom seriously. As Ruether 
insists: 
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For those who wish to be at the "kingdom" frontier of history, it is the steaming 
ghetto of my big city, not the countryside that is the place of the radical overcoming 

of this world, the place where one renews creation. 5 

She argues strongly that - recalling Plato's myth of the Cave - that one has 
to go back to release those who are imprisoned within and questions the authenticity 
of contemplation which is out of relation with touch, sight, smell, verbal feel of 
another. Merton's reply is a spirited defence of monasticism's part of the total 
vocation of the Church, which he insists is living a life of total integration with 
creation. Referring to the thousands of pine saplings which he and his novices have 
planted, he argues that: 

the monk is one of those who not only saves the world in a theological sense, but 
saves it literally, protecting it against the destructiveness of the rampaging city of 

greed, war etc. 6 

But Ruether will not have it. The shalom of the kingdom - lions lying down 
with lambs - will only be realised through historical redemption, through "struggling 
with the powers and principalities where they really are'', not by taking off into the 
hills! (p.4 l ). It will be a result of taking seriously the injunction to "stay hooked into 
and love the world of technology." 7 

It is striking that Merton's spirited reply "Is there anything you can do in the 
city to stop the war in Vietnam?" (p.43) is an indication of how deep over the years 
has become his commitment to peace and social justice, and how clearly he 
repudiates his earlier quite clear rejection of the world. 

The point for what I am developing here is that now, 28 years later, 
Rosemary Ruether although radically involved in the struggle against multiple 
interlocking oppressions, is also a pioneer in ecological theology - which she lives 
out in a variety of ways, including gardening - and Merton's own inspiration for the 
Peace Movement and social justice generally has developed greatly over the years. 
So this nodal point of tension - escape the world or change the world? - which 
proves to be a false dichotomy in the case of Ruether and Merton, I take as jumping
off point for my explorations. 

Returning to the Dark Night - why Mysticism ? 

It is no swprise that a return to mystical faith is being witnessed in different 
ways. There is a hunger for the prayer of silence, for meditation, great enthusiasm for 
mediaeval mystics like Hildegarde, Teresa of Avila and John of the Cross and 
through the alliance between what is called creation spirituality and new cosmology 
this has spread to the celebration of the immanence of God in creation. There are 
now religious congregations which are discovering new contextual meanings for the 
original mystical charism of their founder/foundress. 8 Distrust of mere verbiage and 
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the wordy character of liturgies together with a rejection of theology as merely a 
cerebral activity which does not touch the whole person, has stimulated the recovery 
of theofogia, the mystical theology of the early Church.The very climate of 
postmodemism in its chalJenge to dogmatic expressions of universal truth has 
encouraged the return of the Via Negativa, the apophatic way of darkness and 
unknowing. 

But it is vital to look at the context where this is occurring. Mystical 
insights, as Grace Jantzen writes in her new book Power, Gender and Christian 
Mysticism, 

9 
do not free-float through history. but are in direct response to the needs 

of the times. Thus Julian of Norwich wrote down her visions when the Black Death 
was sweeping across Europe: John of the Cross described his way of the Dark Night 
when .he was literally in prison. It seems that the consciousness of being in crisis, of 
reaching the end of known solutions, can create a receptivity and openness to God's 
search for us. But this is not an individualist activity, or stemming from the 
eccentricity of certain individuals. Grace Jantzen accuses William James of shrinking 
mysticism to the private experience of an individual characterised by ineffability.10 

Mysticism is rather directly related to a community's struggle: and what seems 
particularly to characterise the mystics is the desire to communicate God's revelation 
always within the hwnble consciousness that language is a poor vehicle. The hunge; 
for a mystical and contemplative faith is not the private search for comfort in the 
experie~ce of lostness and current confusion. but springs from the existential angst 
of our tune, from the cultural despair of struggling not to go under at this juncture. 

Our own particular crisis is born from the cultural despair which followed 
the initial euphoria at the fall of conuuunism in the eastern European countries. It 
seems that we have no spiritual or moral resources with which to stem either the 
flood of violent conflicts which have been set in motion, or the overwhelming tide of 
conswneristic demands which define a person in terms of their spending capacity. "I 
shop therefore I am" is now not even a shocking modernisation of the aphorism of 
Descartes. Nor is religion guiltless in this phenomenon. A recent book Consumer 
Rites: the Buying and Selfing of American Holidays points out that 

In the United States, religion and religious leaders have pioneered to an 
extraordinary degree in the invention of marketing techniques that have shaped the 
rhythms of consumer buying habits ... the shopping mall has become the central 
location for the commemoration of Christianity's most important holy days as well 
as for the enactment of America's most prominent civic holidays. 11 

Ifwe add to this bleak picture the disillusionment following the breakdown 
of the Peace Movement and Peace Processes and the seemingly unrecoverable degree 
of environmental perishing, it is small wonder that we have reached an impasse. 

Feminist theologians have particular reasons for reaching this point. It is not 
just the simple fact of bum-out which we share with all activists whose movements 
have lost their charg~. It is a combination of the fact that just as we were on the point 
of reaching a crucial moment in our work, of seeing the global interconnections 
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between sexism, racism, economic poverty and militarism, there is a cultural 
assumption that feminism as a movement is passe, the battle is won, and there is a 
fierce and deadly backlash against even using the word. 

So it is out of a conviction, not that political action is finished or pointless, 
and that now is the time to sink into self-indulgent consumerism, that I seek a 
feminist theology of contemplation; rather, to fwd a way of staying with the struggle, 
to re-source in such a way as to free new energy. The God who is our passion for 
justice has inspired and fuelled many of us in the last ten years.12 Perhaps there are 
new embodiments of Divine power in our midst by the honest admission of our 
failures, the limits of our fwitude, the rejection of our visions of truth and justice. 
And even if there is no great vision awaiting, simply to find courage to stay in the 
struggle will justify this search. 

But it is not only the plight of the present which is the catalyst. There is a 
nodal point at the heart of feminist theology which encounters mystical faith and 
touches the heart of Merton's own concerns. First, there is a concentration on the 
search for self, through a process of stripping off layers of false and illusory selves. 
Secondly, there is a search for God, beyond the limits of the traditional concepts to 
an acceptable interpretation of dependence. And thirdly, there is a search for life in 
all its fullness, through what Mary Daly called a biophilic - life-giving - analysis, as 
opposed to the social structures of patriarchy, which are by definition necrophilic or 
death-dealing. It is because Merton saw the contemplative life as fullness -

contemplation is life itself, fully awake, fully alive, fully aware that it is alive 13 

- that I justify the congruence between his thought and the feminist theological 
insights I develop. 

Can a Feminist walk the Path of Kenosis ? 

Before elq>loring these three points it is crucial to state that the starting point 
of Merton and Feminist Theology are vecy different. That was made very clear by the 
tensions between the priorities of Ruether and Merton from the correspondence. 
Feminism is rooted in the desire for justice for women. Even if there are many types 
offeminism and strands within them 14, the common core is the disordered pattern of 
relating between women, men and the non-human world, which is bred by the 
structure of patriarchy, (k-yriarchy). The tension between world-affirming/world
denying which was such a stumbling block for the early Merton does not exist ·in the 
same way in feminism. Women struggle to be given a place in the world, a place in 
the structures other than simply being the other, the reflection and mirror image of 
the least desirable or rejected parts of the male personality. lf there is a hermeneutical 
priority it is that the needs of poor women are to be placed first. "If it's good for poor 
women, it's good for all" is a slogan issuing from black and Hispanic communities. 
This echoes the "option for the poor" of Liberation Theology: yet this is not an 
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explicit theologicaJ concern in Merton's thought - as far as I can judge. But the point 
of contact comes in that Merton, in denying the world, denies its false values and 
idols. not the sacramental goodness of creation - in which he rejoices. Feminism in 
being world-affirming, both affirms bodiliness in the face of the negative. 
spiritualising tradition on the body in much of western spirituality, and proposes a 
world-transforming agenda: as Adrienne Rich's oft-quoted words put it: 

My heart is moved by all I cannot save 
So much bas been destroyed 

I have to cast my lot in with those 
who age after age, perversely, 

with no extraordinary power, 
reconstitute the world. 15 

Feminist theology is built on a rock-like conviction that knowing God, loving 
God cannot be separated from justice-making. So a sentence of Merton's like ... 

Go into the desert, not to escape other men. but in order to find them in God, 16 

is not relevant to those women who find themselves already in a desert of exclusion, 
whose solitude is based on isolation and alienation. It is certainly not relevant to those 
women in drought-stricken areas of many Third World countries who go into the 
desert daily in search of water. Feminist theology begins with clear awareness of the 
political dimension, but seeks the face of God in this experience. 

It is in the search for the authentic self that there is an amazing congruence 
between Merton and feminist theological insights. I discern three aspects. The first 
is that Merton's life-Jong struggle against the illusory, false self - seen in all his 
writings, from Seeds of Contemplation, Conjectures of a Guilty Bystander, to the 
later work influenced by Zen and Eastern mysticism 17 

- is paralleled by Feminist 
Theology's search for an authentic self for women nurtured by - and not suppressed 
by - Christian theology. In fact Merton's no-self- a Buddhist concept - finds an 
echo in the feminist search for self on the basis of experiencing oneself as nothing. 
Jiterally no-thing. 18 Carol Christ, in her ground-breaking book on feminist quest, 
Diving Deep and Swfacing, explores the desperation of women as we come to 
realise that women's experience of being a self - in its enormous diversity of race and 
class - is not reflected in the dominant experience of selfhood. Jean Baker Miller 
admitted that women frequently develop a sense of self which is so mediated through 
husband, father, children, brother, that the word selj is a rnisnomer.19 So the no-thing 
which is positive in Merton, is negative in feminism. To be abused, despised, 
accounted as a non-person. this is what we have to resist in the name of the Kingdom 
of peace and justice. But it is in the stripping away of the false self - the way of 
kenoticism - that we find the congruence. Feminist theology has been active in 
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pointing to the dangers of extolling the death of self which, it is claimed. is the 
Gospel injunction to every disciple.20 The Dutch feminist theologian Annelies Van 
Heijst, in her book Longing For the Fall, showed how the experience of the death 
of self could have two or three different outcomes.'.ll Either a person re-discovers a 
sense of self on the same basis - recovers confidence, pride, after, for example 
depression, bereavement , failure - or recovers self on a different basis. But this 
could be according to the traditional model of the dominant self, achieving selfhood 
through controlling others; or it could be a selfhood attained on a totally different 
basis - the feminist self, achieved in solidarity, in mutuality and in relationship with 
others, in particular with the poor and oppressed - across a range of real life 
situations. 

Secondly, Merton's views on the self in solitude find a resonance in feminist 
insights. He is careful to distinguish "solitude" - his early criticisms of the way we 
try avoid solitude and fill up the day with noise and meaningless activities 22 certainJy 
rings true! - from "separation" . Whether he speaks oft.he inner or external self, the 
false or true self, the separate, individualist self or authentic self, his sense of 
discovering connection with the human race while in solitude is exactly what is 
meant by the "connected aloneness" of the feminist mystic,23 or what I have 
developed as epiphanies of connectedness as moments of Divine grace and 
revelation24

. As he says, 

The person must be rescued from the individual. The free son (!) of God must be 
saved from the conformist slave of fantasy, passion and convention.The creative 
and mysterious inner self must be delivered from the wasteful, hedonistic and 
destructive ego that seeks only to cover itself with disguises. 25 

The experience of being freed from a solitude which separates and the 
recovery of a passion for connectedness was of course revealed by the famous 
Louisville vision: 

In Louisville ... in the center of the shopping district, I was suddenly overwhelmed 
with the realisation that I loved all those people, that they were mine and I theirs, 
that we could not be alien to one another even though we were total strangers. It was 
like waking from a dream of separateness, of spurious isolation in a special world, 
the world of renunciation and supposed holiness ... I have the immense joy of being 
. .. a member of a race in which God Himself became incarnate ... There is no way 

of telling people that they are walking round shining like the Sun.26 

It is striking that this moment of revelation - epiphany of connection - is 
linked with Merton' s writing of the prose-poem Hagia Sophia, with God entering 
creation as the feminine figure of Sophia/Wisdom and his seeing the incarnation of 
Sophia - God entering Creation as Sophia, female, in sophianic figures like Lara in 
Dr Zhivago.27 1 don't want to enter the pontifications on Merton and women: there 
is much written about his friendships with Flannery O'Connor, Rosemary Haughton, 
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Dorothy Day. and of course his love affair with the nurse, Margie, when he was in 
hospital: I am convinced that his thought would have developed from the abstractions 
of Sophia, the idealisation of the feminine into making the concrete connections with 
the real lives and sufferings of women as women. 

What I would like now to develop is the way that the insights of Merton' s 
Louisville vision and a feminist spirituality based on "epiphanies of connection" offer 
a spirituality which moves on from the tension between "escape the world" or 
"change the world". This is a spirituality which also addresses my other two points
the search for God which respects a true sense of dependence, and the hope of life 
in all its fullness. 

Epiphanies of connection: Merton's link with a Feminist Spirituality. 

Merton's calJ to get rid of the false and illusory self is linked with the 
distinction made today between the disengaged self - constantly calJed to the great 
ethical projects - and we should make the connections today with the travelling 
business executive, the absent father, or mother! - and the relational self, (or even 
tbe ecological selj) - investing total identity in relationships - which could be both 
positive and destmctive. This ambiguity is also found in my second point which is 
the contemplative search for complete dependence ( abandonment ?) on God. Clearly 
for the contemplative, or mystic, total abandonment to God's love is the ideal. Yet for 
women, notions of dependence mean demeaning situations of economic poverty or 
emotional dependence which can cripple the development of the autonomous self. 
Merton was unaware of the effects on women of Christian (and other faiths') 
insistence on obedience and submission of will as the path to sanctity. The complex 
stmcture ofkyriarchy can function to block all development of freely-chosen self
giving for women. He was unaware of the connotations of words like "innocence" 
and "purity" for women - where sexual innocence has been made a bargaining tool 
for marriages, and a means of imprisonment of young girls in order to achieve a 
lucrative match. Nor can the achievement of "life in all its fullness" be even 
realistically hoped-for, without understanding the political and social contexts for 
words to which we attach theological meaning. 

Is there any way out of the impasse? To discover this, I explore here the 
ideas of the young Jewish woman Etty Hillesum who died in Auschwitz, particularly 
her notion of sou/scape, together with my own notion of the connected and ecological 
self. 

28 
Etty Hillesum lived and worked in Amsterdam at the time of the German 

occupation, so the narrowing opportunities for joyous living form the background to 
her Journal. Deportations, starvation are its backcloth - as is her own relationship 
with an extraordinary man Julius Spier, a cheiropractitioner, at the same time as her 
growing relationship with God. It was a scenario that Merton would have understood. 
Her idea of soulscape links interior growth with outward circumstances - in a way 
which bridges some of the duality we are struggling with. Here Etty describes a train 
journey: 
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The train to Deventer, The open skies, peaceful and also a little sad. I look out of the 
window and it as if I were riding through the landscapes of my ?\\-n soul .soul
landscape. I feel like that often: that the outer lands~pe is the :eOecb.~n of the lllller. 
Thursday afternoon along the River ljssel. A radiant, sweeplllg, bnght, landscape. 

(p.80) 

Creating a soulscape is not about writing mystical poetry to encapsulat~ all 
experience. It is more about connecting the fragmented ele~ents o~ the ~hys1c~l, 
material psychological and emotional elements of all of our lives, with an mtens1ty 
and a d~sire for wholeness - the root meaning of salvation. It means a thoroug~ly 
ecological view of self. Every environmental detail - landscape, weather, diet, 
health possibilities, air pollution, contributes to the landscape ~f the self, to ~e 
possibilities of this soulscape. It requires patient awareness and a kind of ~nnect~g 
perception. I think Merton would call it a sacramental.Perception. Etty Hill~sum is 
full of such detail as "gas fire, yellow and red tulips, an unex~ected ~1ece of 
chocolate .... , three fircones," (p.81) and a sense of joy emanates which remmds me 
of the tenderness with which the painter Chagall paints ordinary things.<_Me~on lov~ 
his angelic innocence). So it's about relating to these elemen.ts o~ ord~anness wtth 
a tenderness, a reverence and a sense of gratefulness, integratin~ it all ~to a process 
f elf-becoming. Etty describes the extraordinary transformation which overcame 

~er~ This passage is in the conte>..1 of her relationship ~vith Julius Spier - the greatest 
influence in her life: (remember her context of scarcity of food) 

We managed with great difficulty to get three lemons from a barrow ... But we were 
determined to have some cake and whipped cream. And then we roamed the streets 
again ... and now it's nearly 8.30. The last evening ofa year that has been the most 
frui1ful , and yes, the happiest of all. And ifl had to put in a ~utshell what thi~ year 
has meant ... then I would say: greater awareness and hence easter access to my lllller 
sources. (p.81) 

I recognize here Merton's great appreci~tio~ offoo~ and co~pani~nsh~p. 
But the extra element here is that this enjoyment is linked with a relattonsh1p ~1th 
God. From being "the girl who couldn't kneel, couldn't pray", .her laughing 
description of herself, she becomes propelled by the sense of cosmic ~wareness, 

being part of a greater whole, forced onto her knees in response. And this deepens 
until _ towards the end - she wants to be nothing but prayer. As the extema~ scene 
becomes increasingly more fragmented, with the beginnings of the deportations to 
the camps, _ and Etty went voluntarily with one of the first grou~s to the .Lab~ur 
Camps _ this sense of inner strength gro~s. S~e de~c~ibes .the ru~ of the Jasmme 
outside her house. But the flourishing of the Jasmme within b~gs ~ mcreased sense 
ofresponsibility to God for all the people and the evil oftherr act10ns: 

And it spreads its scent around the House in which you dw~ll, 0 Go~. You see, I can 
look after you, I bring not only my tears, and my forebodings on this stormy, grey, 
Sunday morning, I even bring you scented jasmine. I shall try to make You at home 
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always, even should I be locked in a narrow cell, and a cloud should drift past my 
small barred window, then I shall bring you that cloud, 0 God, while there is still 
strength in me to do so (p.188). 

Can this sense of taking responsibility for God. recognising the vulnerability 
of God, lift us from the difficulty of developing a real dependence on God, while 
crnshed with debilitating dependencies ? The sense that God too, can be debilitated 
by the false dependencies ? Etty Hillesum blazes a trail by affirming the need to 
develop the stripping away of crippling notions of dependency and obedience by 
affirrnitig life in its fullness. despite the horrors of the present. Hyun Kyung Chung, 
the Korean feminist theologian, tells the poignant story of the Korean Comfort 
woman, Soo Bock, who, in the midst of her degrading and shocking treatment by the 
Japanese soldiers. chooses, not death but life. She chooses to eat - does whatever the 
soldiers tell her, because she has decided to survive - unlike many of her 
companions. She did survive, and today at 7 4 years, she is a great strength for 
reconciliation. What gave her strength to survive ? asked Hyun Kyung. The 
affirmation of life in all its fullness ? The complete loss of self (Soo Bock is a 
Buddhist) - but also finding of the connected se/j because of this ? 

This awakening to the connected self, to the ecological self, is accompanied 
by the awareness of being part of a larger, interconnected whole. Yet the sense of 
smallness within this - what the Buddhists call the "jewelled net of the Lord Indra"-, 
in which all interconnecting nodes reflect each other, yet retain their own identity, 
does not diminish the sense of responsibility for the specific context. I mean 
responsibility in its primary sense of"being responsive-to" as well as "responsible 
for". Etty's respons;veness-to brought a vocation of responding to the suffering of the 
people in the camps, of refusing - like Soo Bock - to give way to hatred of the 
enemy, of accommodating something of that terrible suffering, of anticipating the 
whole burden of sorrow. Secondly, in the deepening awareness, comes realisation of 
the broken connecr;ons, the polluted sky, earth. water. the poisoned lakes, the dying 
species, the lost connections with the animal world, the missing language of relation, 
the inherited wounds of our families, our institutions, structures in the workplace, the 
inadequacy of the patterns of caring we received. Connection is reconnecting ... re
building fragmented selves in a fragmented world. As Adrienne Rich wrote, 

Freedom. It isn't once, to walk out 
under the Milky Way, feeling the rivers 
of light, the fields of dark 

Freedom is daily, prose-bound routine 
remembering. Putting together inch by inch 

the starry world. From all the lost connections. 29 

Merton spoke of being married to the silence of the forest: 
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One might say I had decided to marry the silence of the forest. The sweet dark 
warmth of the world will have to be my wife. Out of the heart of that dark warmth 

. ii 30 
comes the secret that is heard only m s ence. 

What he speaks of as "the secret that is heard only in silence" bec~mes in 
a spirituality of epiphanies of connectedness a way of healing fragmentaho~ and 
brokenness. Putting together the fragmented pieces of our ~roken s_elves, creat~g a 
soul-scape by giving our emotions time and space, resp~chng b?'11ly rh~s, re
membering" in the sense of joining together the fra~ents m~o a ~erent whole e~en 
through reaching backwards into the past. Adrienn~ Rich, m ~other . hauntmg 
passage, in "The Spirit of Place," combines the connectmg of selfw1th envrromnent, 

as well as with re-membering our past foremothers : 

The world as it is: not as hi:r users b~ast . 
Damaged beyond reclamation l?Y therr u~mg 
Ourselves as we are in these paiiiful motions . 
of staying co~t; som~ part of us always out beyond ourselves 
Knowing knowmg knowmg ... 

On a pure ni!l,ht, on a night when pollution 
seems absurdity whet!- the undamaged planet seems to turn 
like a bowl of crystal m black ~ther 
They are the pie~e of us th_at lie~ 1out there 
Knowing knowmg knowmg. 

A spirituality of connectedness can be encapsulated in the notion of heart, 

hi h · the theme of this Conference. I have chosen to focus on soul-scape, be_cause 
w c 15 · l · t mto a of integrating interiority with external political and so~1.a crrcums ,;inces 
contemplative faith, responsive in freedom, to the vulnerabil1ty of God. Y om Heart, 
my Hennitage" implies that God's true dwelling is in the depths of the human person. 
Cor ad Cor loquitur, as Newman said - and we are spoken to fro~ th_e ~epths. But 
E tty Hillesum gives another depth to the indwelling of God. Agam it ts rooted m 

God's vulnerability: 

Alas there doesn't seem very much You yourself can do about our circumstances, 
our hves ... .You cannot help us but we must help you to defend Your dwelling place 

inside us to the last... .. (p.187) 

Sometimes they (people) seem to me like houses with open doors: I w8!-k in and 
roam through passages and rooms, and every house is furnished a ~ttle differently 
and yet they are all of t]1em the same, and every one must_ be turned mto a

1 

dwelling 
dedicated to you, o God. And I promise you, yes, I p_ronuse that I shall tr) to find a 
dwelling and refuge for you in as many houses as poss1ble . There are so many empty 
houses, and I shall prepare them all for you, the most honoured Lodger. Ple~se 

. hi ta h (p.21 :i ). forgive t s poor me p or. 

The human heart, God's dwelling, and the responsibility to ~'."'~ God 
welcome in all the empty houses - is it here that we fmd the reconc1liat1on of 
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Merton's tension between solitude and community ? ls it here that we solve the 
dichotomy escape the world or change the world? We may, as Merton said. "be 
exiles at the far end of solitude living as listeners, with hearts attending to the skies 
we cannot understand"32 

, but through epiphanies of connection, freely-given - at 
Louisville - or elsewhere, we glimpse the eros or yearning of God to be indwelling 
presence in all of us. This is uncrushable hope in our fragmented world. 
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